Abstract. This paper proposes a new statistic-based method of segmenting words by identification of a suffix. Ability to identify suffix can improve morphological analysis by allowing the classifier to assign tags to words previously unseen in the training corpus. Identified suffix of the word can be used to improve the accuracy of the part-of-speech tagging or other natural language processing tasks.
Introduction
The Slovak language has complex rules for word inflection. As there are many possible word forms, classification of contexts for tasks such as Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, lemmatization or semantic analysis gets harder because of the larger search space and more difficult training of model of the classifier.
The most important contribution to the automated morphological analysis of the Slovak language was a proposal of the morphologically annotated corpus of the by Slovak National Corpus, although public availability of the corpus is limited. The corpus defines a set of POS tags and annotation guidelines for the Slovak language and is still the most used set of morphological tags [2] .
There is only a small number of POS tagging systems adapted for the Slovak language. Most of the used approaches use some form of a hidden Markov model. Averaged perceptron classifier MORCE [3] proposes a similar approach to Maximum Entropy and can utilize a large number of context features. A web interface to a tool proposing multiple possible morphological annotations for given text is available at this address (http://morpholyzer.fiit.stuba.sk:8080/PosTagger/ index.jsp).
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) utilizing ID3 regression tree TREE TAGGER [10] has been trained and used for tagging Slovak part of the Aranea effort [1] .
HMM-based DAGGER [4] has been used for the preparation of language model for speech recognition [8] and several other corpora.
Each of these classification systems uses some form of word analysis for improvement of classification accuracy and efficient constraining of the search space of possible tags.
One of the possible approaches to identify morphological suffix of the word is to describe each inflection rule and include it in the system. The advantage of this rule-based approach is that result for covered cases will be very precise, but the unknown input can not be recognized. A classical example is Porter stemmer [7] which describes special formal grammar language to describe suffix stripping rules.
The other possible approach is to examine lexicon and look for repeating patterns, analyze it statistically and extract rules that might be relevant. This approach is more general and able to describe any given lexicon, in a way independent of the lexicon contents or language rules. [6] , [9] propose statistical stem identification, [11] is method for statistical suffix identification. This paper presents a statistical way to analyze a given lexicon and extract list of common suffixes and list of common rules for suffix identification. A suffix identified by the algorithm should represent a morphological form of a word in a feasible way. The experimental section will show that the presented approach efficiently improves methods for context classification.
Statistical Suffix Identification Algorithm
FThe first step of the suffix extraction algorithm is to construct a sorted lexicon of reversed words. Words with similar suffixes will be together in this lexicon, and the following stem should identify groups of words with similar features that can be together in the same group with the same identified suffix. Sorting of the lexicon eases searching for words with long suffices.
The group consists of words with the same suffix. Each possible group of words from the lexicon can be evaluated by a "fitness" that describes how well the words match together. If fitness of a group of words can be calculated then it is possible to search for a division of a lexicon that will be evaluated the bestfind a lexicon division that will yield the best sum of group fitness.
The fitness F (s) for i − th word w(i) in vocabulary V with suffix s is calculated as:
where L(s) is length of a suffix s and L(w(i)) is length of i − th word in vocabulary V . In other words, evaluation of the suffix s is two times number of character of the suffix minus number of letters for all words having the suffix.
The same can be written as equation:
where N s is number of words in vocabulary V having suffix s. The second term of the equation expresses a number of letters of all words with suffix s in vocabulary.
This equation says that group of short words with the longest possible suffix is evaluated as the best. The next step of the division of lexicon into groups is to find a candidate suffix to be evaluated. As it is expressed in Eq. (2), it is supposed that a long word contains the longest suffix and group of words with this suffix will have the best fitness. All possible suffixes from a long word are taken, and their respective groups are evaluated. Suffix with the best fitness F V is the result. A long word is a word whose neighbors in the reversed sorted lexicon are shorter.
The last step of the algorithm is to remove all words in vocabulary with the identified suffix and while the vocabulary is not empty, continue searching for the next long word and evaluating its candidate suffices.
To conclude, the suffix identification algorithm can be shortly described as:
• Compose a reversed sorted vocabulary V .
• Take a candidate long word w l , as the first word whose neighbours in the vocabulary are shorter.
• Evaluate all possible suffices s i from a candidate long word w l with fitness F (s i ).
• Take the best suffix s i and its corresponding word group out of lexicon and add it to the result set.
• If the vocabulary V is not empty, take the next long word and continue algorithm with evaluation of possible suffices.
• If the vocabulary is empty, end.
The result of the algorithm is set of suffixes with corresponding words.
The resulting rule base can be used for morphological analysis of any given text in the correct language. If a rule for splitting a word is included in the rule-base, it can be used. If a word is unknown to the rule-base, a suffix subtraction algorithm can be used to choose the best matching suffix for a word.
The input of the algorithm is a set of possible suffices and a word to be split.
Suffix subtraction algorithm:
• If a word is too short, end without suffix identification.
• Strip three characters from the left side of the word. It is supposed that these characters are certainly not part of the suffix.
• If the remaining part is too short to be a suffix, end without suffix identification.
• Search the remaining part of the word in the suffix set.
• If the suffix is found, end.
• If the suffix is not found, cut one more character from the left and search for the shorter suffix (continue with step 3).
Morphological Analysis Using HMM Model and Suffix Identification
One of the possible uses of the proposed suffix identification method is part-of-speech tagging. The following section will describe how to compose a basic hidden Markov model and how to use it for context classification. Most of the current state-of-the-art morphological analyzers is based on this theory. The proposed algorithm for POS tagging is based on HMM as well.
The Baseline HMM Model Components
The model is calculated from the training corpus. The corpus is analyzed, and counts of interesting events are calculated.
These counts are converted to probabilities using some modification of Maximum Likelihood method. After the model and its parameters is estimated, Viterbi algorithm is used to find the best matching sequence of tags to the presented sequence of words.
The baseline HMM model consists of these components:
• State set is set of all possible states that have been seen during the training phase. In the case of POS tagging, one state corresponds to one POS tag.
• State-transition model expresses the probability of a state according to the occurrence of the previous state. Our implementation algorithm can take two preceding states into the account (secondorder HMM). Modeling of more than two preceding states is not practical because computational complexity rises exponentially with a number of states, and higher order state-transition model is harder to smooth (estimate the probability of unseen n-grams).
• Observation set In the case of the baseline POS tagging, one observation corresponds to one word. It is easy to find all possible states for a word seen in the training set, but for unseen words all possible states must be examined. If there is no additional heuristics, it is hard to make a classification for words unseen in the training phase. This is a big issue in the case of highly inflectional language, where one basic form of a word can have many inflections.
• State-observation probability model expresses the probability of a state according to presented observation. Again, it is hard to estimate accurately state probabilities only according to word-tag pairs in the training corpus.
If some unknown observation or state sequence is presented to the model and it has not been seen in the training corpus, the baseline maximum likelihood method gives zero probability. To assign a non-zero probability to unseen events ,a smoothing method is required. A smoothing method usually artificially manipulates empirical event counts to move some part of probability mass to the events unseen in the training phase but expected during the testing phase.
3.2.
The Viterbi Algorithm
The naive approach to find the best sequence of states for the given observation sequence is to inspect each possible state combination, compute its probability given to the model and choose a sequence with the highest probability. It is clear that this approach would work only on very constrained search space that is unrealistic. The Viterbi algorithm belongs to a group of "dynamic programming" algorithms, and it allows to perform a search in state-space in quadratic time.
The first step of the Viterbi algorithm is to construct a Viterbi trellis.
The trellis consists of state-observation pairs as nodes and possible statetransitions as arcs. Each arc in the trellis has a Viterbi value assigned. The trellis is constructed recursively. After the trellis is constructed, it is possible to find the best sequence of transitions using evaluation of Viterbi trellis arcs, where the search starts from the rightmost part of the trellis and goes back to the front.
States k in the Viterbi trellis for the first presented observation are evaluated using state-observation model P o as:
Recursively, states k for each next t − th presented observation w t are evaluated using transition probability model P t , state-observation model P o and previous Viterbi values V t−1 (k) for each possible past state x according to the equation:
Searching of the maximum previous Viterbi value also means the best previous state for the given present state. After all states are evaluated, and the best last state is known for each state, it is possible to find the best path, starting from the very last and very best state.
Additional State-Observation Model Smoothing
HMM classification has been many times proven useful for POS tagging. If a number of word forms of a language is low and so is a number of morphological tags, the baseline HMM model can be pretty effective.
On the other hand, if a training corpus is small and number of possible word forms and morphological classes is high, state-transition model and stateobservation model becomes sparse and as a consequence the Viterbi search assigns zero value to a perfectly possible state-observations.
The accuracy of the HMM-based classifier depends on the quality of training data and smoothing techniques for adjusting state-transition matrix and observation probability matrix. The Slovak language is morphologically rich and as a consequence the state set is large. It will be explained how the identified suffix can be used to improve the basic algorithm for context classification.
Smoothing is a way moving a part of a probability mass to those events that have not been observed in the training database, but it is likely that they will occur in the process of classification. Training data never contain all possible event, and the classifier must be able to generalize seen the event and be able to deal with unseen events.
The proposed algorithm attempts to solve this issue by better smoothing of the state-observation model by using additional state-observation model that takes morphological features of the language into the account. The final state-observation probability is calculated as a linear combination of the two models.
The proposed improvement takes special issues if the inflective languages into the account and utilizes suffix of a word as a feature for additional smoothing of the observation probability matrix. State transition matrix is smoothed using classical Knesser-Ney technique, known from the language modeling.
The proposed Dagger algorithm adjusts the final state-observation probability model P o to take suffix s of a word w into the account, as it is expressed in the equation:
constant λ expresses the weight of the additional smoothing model and is manually set to some small value, e.g. 0.001. P w is the baseline state-observation model calculated from word and state k occurrences, P s is additional state-observation probability model, calculated from occurrences of word suffices and states in the training set.
This smoothing technique allows to distinguish between states of previously unseen words by observing its suffix.
The second major improvement is the constraining of the search space by observing which states occurred together with which word. A special morphological lexicon is constructed during training, and each observed word contains a list ob occurring states. The second part of the morphological lexicon takes suffices into the account. A list of states occurring with the word suffix is recorded as well.
When constructing set of possible states for the given words, the following back-off scheme is used:
• If presented word is in the lexicon, its state set is used.
• If the word is not present, its suffix is found using suffix splitting rules or suffix subtraction algorithm as it was presented above.
• If the word suffix is found, states in the suffix part of the morphological lexicon are used.
• If the word is too short or too long for suffix extraction, the unknown tag is proposed.
If a morphological lexicon is used, only valid wordtag combinations have to be searched. This feature increases both classification speed and accuracy.
The main goal of the experiments is to prove the usefulness of the proposed suffix identification method for the task of POS tagging of the Slovak text. Our hypothesis is that the suffix identification should improve smoothing of the state-observation model and can effectively constrain search space.
The first experiment evaluates the classifier on a pre-tagged Slovak part of the web2corpus project [5] . In the first step, the corpus is divided into training and testing part, where each tenth sentence goes to the testing set and the rest goes to training. A short summary of the evaluation corpus is in the Tab. 1. The training part is used to create automatically a set of rules for suffix identification as it has been described above. This rule-base is used as supporting information for training the HMM model. The trained model is evaluated on the testing set by calculation of classification error rate (fraction of the bad classification results over all results when comparing to the reference tagging).
In the second experiment, a comparison with another HMM-based algorithm with suffix identification is performed. The TreeTagger algorithm has been selected, and its model has been trained on the same training data. The training data were prepared according to the instructions -end of sentences were marked and open class-lexicon has been constructed from the training corpus. Numeral tags were excluded from the lexicon as it was advised by the author. The tagging error rate has been calculated using the same methodology as with the first experiment.
Results are summarized in Tab. 2. It can be seen that classification accuracy of the classifier utilizing our proposed suffix identification method is comparable to the suffix processing of the TreeTagger. 
Conclusion
The presented experiments show that the proposed word splitting method provides useful information about word morphological form. The method is language-neutral, so it might be useful to use the method for morphological analysis of other languages where most of the morphological features are hidden in the suffix of the word.
This word segmentation method can also be useful for many other natural language processing tasks such as information retrieval, automatic correction or semantic parsing.
The presented algorithm can also be inverted and used for stem identification. After some more generalization is designed, the principle of the suffix identification can be extended for identification of even smaller parts of words than suffix. 
